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Interim release : finalised version will be after a Dark Ages cross calibration session in November
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1066 and all that! 

It all began with the death of Edward the Confessor, in January 1066. The Bayeux tapestry depicts Edward on his deathbed, offering the English 
crown to Harold, and this event is reflected in most of the chronicles of the time. Edward's corpse was eventually borne in state to his own new 
cathedral church at Westminster, and the tapestry shows Harold there, being offered the crown by the magnates of England, among whom must 
have been Edwin and Morcar.  

Harold was crowned at Westminster Abbey by Archbishop Stigand of Canterbury and Archbishop Ealdred of York. It is significant that only the 
former is depicted on the Bayeux tapestry, as his appointment had never been recognised by the Pope, allowing the Norman propaganda 
machine to portray Harold's coronation as illegal. On the tapestry, the members of the congregation shown as witnessing the event are facing 
Harold, but their eyes are turned towards Halley's Comet, which is depicted in the sky as a portent of the doom to come. Harold is seen 
receiving news of the Comet with fear in his eyes. 

These bad omens for Harold were important to William of Normandy, who was set on claiming the English crown for himself - omens as 
important as the 'promise' of 1051 and the 'oath' of 1064. This was because, despite his pre-eminent position, he required the active co-operation 
of his nobles for the great venture he was planning - the venture to invade England and become the English king.  

William did not move immediately. He only began plans for an invasion after Tostig arrived in neighbouring Flanders, looking for support against 
Harold in a projected invasion of Northumbria. This was the lever that William needed: with Harold occupied in the north, William could invade 
in the south. Whether or not he thought God was on his side, William's preparations were very down to earth. 

Harold becomes king 
William must have been painfully aware that his claim to England's throne was actually the least legitimate of all the putative contenders. 
It rested entirely on a spurious promise, made over 15 years previously, and on the fact that William's great-grandfather was Edward's maternal 
grandfather. 

Harold had an equally weak blood claim, through the brother-in-law of King Cnut, although it was he who was Edward's last nominated heir. 
There were others with much stronger blood claims, among them Swegn Estrithson, King of Denmark, who was the nephew of King Cnut; and 
Edgar the Aetheling, grandson of Edmund Ironside, from whom Cnut had wrested the kingdom in 1016. Aetheling actually means 
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'throneworthy' and was the title given to the most legitimate heir; but a legitimate blood claim was only part of the issue. The crown would go 
to the claimant who could muster most support amongst the 'great and the good' of England.  

In May 1066, Tostig made his first, abortive, attempt to invade England. Harold called out the English levy (the fyrd), which was an army of 
English peasant farmers obliged to fight for their king when required to do so, and kept it out. He wanted to be ready to face the invasion fleet 
that William had built and mustered at Rennes on the Norman coast. But William did not come.  

In July, William's invasion fleet moved north to Dives, but still it did not cross the Channel. The sources say that the leader was waiting for fair 
weather, but he may equally have been awaiting news that Tostig had made his move. Either way, it was a perfect strategy. The English fyrd was 
a levy of peasant farmers, who by August were clamouring to be released so that they could take in their harvest. Harold had no option but to let 
them go. 

The Battle of Fulford 
On 20 September 1066, Harald Hardrada and Tostig sailed up the Ouse, with more than 10,000 men in 200 longships, to launch their long-
awaited invasion of Northumbria. Earls Edwin and Morcar came out to meet them with a hastily assembled levy that consisted mainly of their 
own personal retainers. They were defeated at Fulford outside York, and their forces were so decimated that they were unable to play any further 
part in the campaigns of that year. 

The Battle of Stamford Bridge 
Harold reacted by scraping together a scratch force of his own, made up largely of his own housecarls and his 'thegns'. He raced north, calling up 
all the shire levies he could muster on the way. In four days he marched 180 miles - to surprise Hardrada and Tostig, east of York, at Stamford 
Bridge, on 25 September.  

Before the battle began, Harold offered Tostig his earldom back if he would change sides, but Tostig refused. The Norwegians held a strong 
position, defending the bridge on the north-eastern shore of the River Derwent. Legend has it that a lone axeman held the bridge against all-
comers for hours, until a sneaky Englishman paddled under the bridge in a barrel and thrust a spear up through the wooden slats.  

Once the bridge fell, the battle was a foregone conclusion. Both Hardrada and Tostig fell in a desperate stand. Harold had won the day, but at a 
price. His army was tired and badly mauled, and he had lost the forces of both the Earl of Northumbria and the Earl of Mercia. 
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Pevensey landings 
This was the point at which William acted. Having sailed his fleet to St Valéry sur Somme, he waited for the wind to be in the right direction, and 
two days after Stamford Bridge, he sailed. Most sources claim that William's forces made landfall at Pevensey, but this may just be 
because Pevensey was the best-known port on the southern English shore.  

An earth embankment was built across the harbour mouth to protect the ships from the weather, and a castle was constructed at the top of the 
hill. The remnants of these may still be seen today. Then the Normans pillaged and burned the surrounding area, in order to force Harold to 
come south and defend his people.  

Harold did not hesitate. Having heard of William's landing 
while at York, he raced his army down the old Roman road of 
Ermine Street, stopping on the way at his foundation of 
Waltham Abbey, to pray for victory. By 12 October, he 
was back in London and gathering what forces he could to 
face William. By the 14th, he was on the way to Hastings. 

William received news of Harold's approach from Vitalis - a 
prominent vassal of Odo of Bayeux, who is depicted on the 
Bayeux tapestry bringing the message - and marched out to 
face the English king. 

The Battle of Hastings 
The Battle of Hastings took place at a site now known as Battle on 14 October 1066. Harold drew up his army on Senlac Ridge, overlooking the 
battlefield. With him he had little more than 5,000 footsore and weary men, ranged against a Norman force of up to 15,000 infantry, archers and 
cavalry.  

Facing such odds, Harold had no choice but to fight a defensive battle. He was forced to rely on the much-vaunted English shield-wall, behind 
which his men could stand and let the Norman attacks break themselves. 

The ferocious resolution of the English struck terror into the foot-soldiers… 
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The tactic was a great success. Again and again, the Norman knights hurled themselves against the English shields, but as the Bayeux tapestry 
shows, they were unable to make any headway. Then, on the Norman left, the Bretons under Count Alan began to give way. Orderic Vitalis 
takes up the story: 

'The ferocious resolution of the English struck terror into the foot-soldiers and knights of the Bretons and other auxiliaries on the 
left wing; they turned to flee and almost the whole of the Duke's battle line fell back, for the rumour spread that he had been 
killed. But the Duke, seeing a great part of the opposing army springing forwards to pursue his men, met them as they 
fled, threatening and striking them with his spear.' 

'Baring his head and lifting his helmet he cried: "Look at me, I'm alive and with the aid of God I will gain the victory!” No sooner 
had the Duke spoken these brave words than their failing courage was restored, and surrounding several thousand of their 
pursuers, they mowed them down almost at once.' 

The whole incident is portrayed on the Bayeux tapestry. It was the turning point of the battle. Now the English wall had broken, and the 
Normans were able to lever open the cracks. Exhaustion and weight of numbers also took their toll. Gyrth and Leofwine, the two remaining 
brothers of Harold are depicted being cut down on the tapestry, and Harold was soon to follow.  

We see him on the Bayeux tapestry taking an arrow in the eye and then being ridden down by a Norman cavalryman, one of four who managed 
to break through the English line and trample Harold into the ground. Though the English still fought on bravely after their king had fallen, their 
cause was lost, and eventually they fled into the night. 

The body of Harold was eventually recovered... 

Tradition has it that William gave thanks to God for his victory and ordered that all in his army should do penance for the souls that they had 
killed that day. He himself paid for the foundation of Battle Abbey on the spot where Harold fell. 

The body of Harold was eventually recovered after a long search, but its face was so badly disfigured that they had to bring it to his concubine, 
Edith Swan-neck, to identify by the intimate marks upon his body. Initially, William had the body buried next to the battlefield, with a headstone 
reading, 'Here lies Harold, King of the English', but after Harold's name was blackened by later Norman propaganda, the headstone was 
removed, and the body was disinterred and taken to Harold's abbey at Waltham. 
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Pre Battle Map for  
the Battle of Fulford 

Secure Flank 
colour code

Steep Hills

Woods or 
Rough 
Ground

River 

No Secure 
Flank

Very Dense Very Dense Normal Normal Normal

Dense Dense Open Normal Open

Normal Normal Normal Open Normal

Dense Normal Normal Dense Very Dense

Very Dense Dense Very Dense Normal Very Dense
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Pre Battle Map for  
the Battle of Stamford Bridge 

Secure Flank 
colour code

Mountains

Woods or 
Rough 
Ground

River 

No Secure 
Flank

Very Dense Normal Very Dense Open Normal

Open Dense Open Open Open

Very Dense Normal

Normal 

Site of 
Battle

Normal Dense

Dense Very Dense Normal Open Very Dense

Very Dense Very Dense Open Normal Very Dense
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Pre Battle Map for  
the Battle of Hastings 

Secure Flank 
colour code

Mountains

Woods or 
Rough 
Ground

River 

No Secure 
Flank

Very Dense Normal Dense Very Dense Normal

Normal Normal Open Open Open

Very Dense Normal Normal Normal Normal

Dense Normal Normal Open Very Dense

Dense Dense Open Normal Very Dense
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The Army of Harald Haldraada’
 Army Commander 1 Any Instinctive Dates 1066

 Sub-Generals 0-2 Any Instinctive TERRAIN Special Map

allied General 1 Any Instinctive (Tostig)** Camp Unfortified :Poor or Average 

Name Type
Training & 

Formation
Quality Shooting Protection

WEAPONRY Characteristics Min 

Bases

Max 

Bases

UG 

SizeMELEE SHOOTING Mandatory Optional

Huscarls Infantry Formed Close Superior - Protected 2-Handed Cutting - Shield Wall Shove 12 24 4,6,8

Hird Infantry Tribal Close Average - Protected Short Spear - Shield wall Shove 32 72 6,8,9

Berserks * Infantry Tribal Close Exceptional - Unprotected Devastating Chargers - - - 0 3 n/a

Mounted scouts Cavalry Formed Loose Average - Protected Short Spear - - Dismountable 0 4 4

Rebel English Allies - Tostig
Tostig’s rebels Infantry Formed Close Average - Protected 2-Handed Cutting - Shield Wall Shove 6 12 6,8,9

Mercenary Scots and Flemish Infantry Tribal Close Average - Protected Short Spear - Shield wall - - 9 6,8,9

Notes

According to custom, all free Norse men were required to own weapons, as well as permitted to carry them at all times. Indeed, the Hávamál, purported to be sage advice given by Odin, states 
"Don't leave your weapons lying about behind your back in a field; you never know when you may need all of sudden your spear.”  

These weapons were also indicative of a Viking's social status. As war was the most prestigious activity in Viking Age Scandinavia, beautifully finished weapons were an important way for a warrior 
to display his wealth and status. A wealthy Viking would likely have a complete ensemble of a spear, one or two javelins, a wooden shield, and either a battle axe or a sword. The very richest might 
have a helmet, other armour is thought to have been limited to the nobility and their professional warriors.  

The Vikings had no professional standing army, and tactics and discipline seem to have been fairly rudimentary. They did not fight in regular formations, although the bonds of loyalty between men 
and their lords would have given their armies some cohesion. In preparation for battle the younger warriors would draw up in line, with their shields overlapping in a 'shield-wall' for better 
protection; their chiefs were well defended by a close bodyguard. The older veterans formed up in support behind them. Battle then began by throwing a spear over the enemy line to dedicate them 
to Odin, it is said, and this was followed by a shower of spears, arrows and other missiles. 

If this was not enough to decide the outcome, each side then attempted to break through and rout the opposition, capturing or killing their leaders if possible. The experienced commander knew that 
the best way to achieve this was by forming a wedge of 20 to 30 warriors, with its point towards the enemy line in what was known as the svinfylking, or 'boar formation', and then charge, hoping 
to break through by sheer weight of numbers. 

The famous 'berserks', whose name suggests they wore bearskins, may have fought in groups, and believed that Odin, the god of war, gave them both protection and superhuman powers so they 
had no need of armour. They would work themselves into a battle frenzy so intense it is said they bit on the edges of their shields, and could even ignore the pain of wounds. 

* Berserks replace 1 front rank base of a Huscarl or Hird TuGs. The Warrior TuG must still confirm the their original UG sizes. Only one base per TuG can be replaced in this way. 

* Testing can only command rebels and mercenaries  
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 Army Commander 1 Any Instinctive Dates 1066

 Sub-Generals 0-3 Any Instinctive TERRAIN Special Map

allied General 0-2 Any Instinctive Camp Unfortified :Poor or Average 

Name Type
Training & 

Formation
Quality Shooting Protection

WEAPONRY Characteristics Min 

Bases

Max 

Bases

UG 

SizeMELEE SHOOTING Mandatory Optional

Huscarls Infantry Formed Close Superior - Protected 2-Handed Cutting - Shield Wall Shove 12* 18 4,6,8

Select fyrd Infantry Formed Close Average - Protected Short Spear - Shield wall Shove 27 48 6,8,9

Great fyrd Infantry Tribal Close Poor - Protected Short Spear - Shield wall - 32 72 6,8,9

Fyrd dregs Infantry Tribal Close Average - Unprotected Short Spear - Combat shy - 0 24 8,9,9

Archers*** Infantry Skirmishers Average Experienced Unprotected - Bow Combat shy - 0 9 6,8,9

Slingers Infantry Skirmishers Average Experienced Unprotected - Sling Combat shy - 0 9 6,8,9

Scouts Infantry Skirmishers Average Experienced Unprotected - Javelin Combat shy - 0 6 6

Only if King leads the army
Hearth guard** Infantry Formed Close Exceptional - Protected Short Spear - Melee Expert, Shield Wall, 

Fanatic
Shove 0 4 4

Notes

By the second half of the tenth century, and throughout the eleventh, the Anglo-Saxon fyrd was more than just a king's host arrayed for war, it was a well equipped professional army of heavy 
infantry. Although the spear and shield still remained the basic weapon of the fyrdman, it was now usual for all to have a horse, sword, helmet and mailshirt too. Some illustrations suggest that hand-
axes were also used, but whether in addition to, or in place of, the sword is unclear. There are many references to even ceorls serving in the fyrd possessing swords, and that mailshirts and helms 
would have been widespread is shown by the fact that Æþelred commanded that every eight hides provide a helmet and byrnie.  
The huscarls were even more heavily equipped than the thegns. In addition to the equipment associated with a normal fyrdman they were expected to own 'splendid armour,' including a double-
edged sword with a gold inlaid hilt and a 'massive and bloodthirsty two-handed axe,' this latter weapon having been introduced into England in the course of the Viking attacks at the end of the tenth 
century. 

It was the king's right to call upon 'every able bodied man' for military service. The duty to serve was confined to the shire boundaries and for a single day, otherwise the service had to be paid, 
except in the Welsh and Scottish Marches, where 15 days seems to have been the norm. It is useful to note that when this levy was called out, as in 1006, the term 'the whole of the people' is used 
rather than the more military term fyrd. As time went by and armies became more and more professional and better and better equipped, a 'peasant levy' of untrained men equipped with hunting 
spears, and perhaps if they were lucky, a shield loaned to them by their lord, became less and less use.  

*Minimum does not apply at Hastings. At Hastings a maximum of 12 bases of Huscarls can be used. At Hastings as an alternative to deploying them separately you can stiffen the ranks of the Fyrd. 
To do this for 3 bases of Huscarls used 1 TuG of Select Fyrd can be given Melee Expert. 4 TuGs of Fyrd can be upgraded in this manner. If any huscarls are used in this way all must be. 
** Hearth Guard must be in the Kings command, and are only Fanatic if he is with them. If the Kings dies they become fanatic permanently. 
*** Archer bases can be replaced to give fyrd integral shooters.  For each 3 bases of archers used in this way 1 TuG of fyrd can be given integral shooters. If any archers are used in this way all must be

The Army of Harold Godwinson 
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 Army Commander 1 Any Instinctive Dates 1066

 Sub-Generals 0-3 Any Instinctive TERRAIN Special Map

allied General 0-1 Any Instinctive (Breton Ally*) Camp Unfortified :Poor or Average 

Name Type
Training & 

Formation
Quality Shooting Protection

WEAPONRY Characteristics Min 

Bases

Max 

Bases
UG Size

MELEE SHOOTING Mandatory Optional

Familia Regis Cavalry Formed Loose Superior - Protected Charging Lancer, 
Devastating Charger

- Melee Expert Dismountable 0 8 4,6

Milites Cavalry Formed Loose Average - Protected
Charging Lancer, 

Devastating Charger - Melee Expert Dismountable 18 48 4,6

Milites lacking horses Infantry Formed Close Average - Protected Long Spear - Melee Expert - 1/4 1/2 6,8

Breton Milites Cavalry Formed Loose Average Unskilled Protected Short Spear Javelin Melee Expert Feigned flight 0 12 4,6

Familia Pedites Cavalry Formed Close Average - Protected Short Spear - Shielwall - 0 16 8,9,9

Pedites Infantry Tribal Close Average - Protected Short Spear - - Shield wall 0 27 6,8,9

Archers
Infantry Skirmishers Average Experienced Unprotected - Bow Combat shy -

0 9
6,8,9

Infantry Tribal Loose Average Experienced Unprotected - Bow Combat shy - 6,8,9

Crossbowmen
Infantry Skirmishers Average Experienced Unprotected - Crossbow Combat shy -

0 9
6,8,9

Infantry Formed Loose Average Experienced Unprotected - Crossbow - - 6,8

Grooms and servants Infantry Tribal Loose Poor - Unprotected - - Combat shy - 0 10 8,9,10

Notes

The core of the Norman army was the familia regis, or kings military household.  The troops of the familia were professional mercenary troops who were paid for full-time military service.   

The familia often showed intense loyalty towards their lord and their lord to them.  The loyalty displayed by the familia was often far stronger than that shown to a lord by his feudal subjects. 
The familia often showed equal contempt for the lord’s ‘noble’ subjects, who they saw as dishonest and without honor.  This could undoubtedly lead to friction within an army and it would take a 
leader as strong as many of these Norman lords to maintain control.The presence of familia troops in post-conquest England doesn’t seem to have been as great as in continental Normandy.  The size of 
a Norman army was limited due to issues of transport and supply, as such the Saxon fyrd continued to supplement Norman troops in England after 1066.  A soldier of the Norman familia shared much 
in common with the Saxon housecarl.  The principals of service and loyalty were much the same.  Perhaps this similarity is due to their common roots in the Nordic and Germanic areas of northern 
Europe.  As such, the professional soldiers of the familia formed the truly effective arm of Norman military might.   

The Norman soldier took two basic forms: the milite and the pedite. During the 11th century these terms do not seem to have been used exclusively to describe those of noble birth, as we would come 
to expect from later definitions of knighthood.  A man’s equipment seems to have been the defining factor.  If a man possessed the required equipment of mail hauberk, helm, sword and horse he could 
be considered a milite.  In an age where the horse was a main symbol of wealth and status, undoubtedly most of the feudal nobility would have occupied this role.  Still, a professional soldier of 
the familia may not have been of noble birth but if his success allowed him to possess the required equipment he could also fill the role of the miles.  Likewise, a senior infantryman might possess helm, 
hauberk, etc. yet still play the part of a pedite. While it is true that the infantry were generally less well-equipped than their mounted counterparts, they still played a crucial role on the battlefield. 
 Infantry could, and often did, play a significant role in combat.  William I knew the value of infantry and recruited large numbers of them for the invasion of England.  If these 
professional mercenary pedites had not been present at Hastings the battle would have gone quite badly for the Norman cavalry.  The fact that Norman leaders were able to consistently command their 
mounted troops to dismount and fight among the infantry is also an indicator of their typically strong leadership.   

*A Breton Ally can only common Breton Milites

The Army of William the Bastard
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The Battle of Fulford Bridge 
This should be fought using the Army of Harold Godwinson and The Army of Harald Haldraada. The Saxons are lead by the Northern Earls 
Edwin and Morcar. They should be rated as either Competent or Talented.  

Play the game using the Pre Battle map provided. The following special rules apply for this battle 

• The Saxons automatically attack 

• The Saxons gain 1 additional red card during the scouting phase. 

• The Viking for the first turn of the game count as allies. As such their cards are played face up. If they get no coloured cards then they will be 

unreliable. This is to simulate the fact that the Viking were caught in an unprepared state. 
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The Battle of Stamford Bridge 
This should be fought using the Army of Harold Godwinson and The Army of Harald Haldraada. The Saxons are lead by the Harold Godwinson 
(the king). He should be rated as either Talented or Legendary. Haldraada should be rated as least Competent.   

Play the game using the Pre Battle map provided. The following special rules apply for this battle 

• The Saxons automatically attack in this battle 

• If the Pre Battle Phase end at the square marked as the site of the historical battle the following deployment rules apply.  

1. There is a traverse river in in place, this replaces the secure flank. 

2. The Viking army is split into 2 halves (by UG). Half is place on the far side of the river. The other the near side (with the camp). The army 

on the far side if the river cannot be further than 8BW from the river. The army on the near side cannot be closer than 10 BW to the river.  

The commands on the near side count as allies for the first turn and are dealt cards face up in the first turn. If they get no coloured cards 

they count as unreliable. 

• The troops cannot deploy within 10BW of any enemy UG 

The river can be crossed by counts as difficult going.  There is a bridge in the centre of river which allows 1 UG to cross per turn at normal speed. 
Any move crossing the bridge cannot be part of a double move. 

The game is played as normal. However, the Vikings win if at the end of the game their army is not broken. This means that you must agree on a 
pre set length of time in which to play this game. I suggest 3 hours. 
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The Battle of Hastings 
This should be fought using the Army of Harold Godwinson and The Army of William the Bastard. The Saxons are lead by the Harold 
Godwinson (the king). He should be rated as either Talented or Legendary. William should be rated as either Talented or Legendary 

Play the game using the Pre Battle map provided. The following special rules apply for this battle 

• After terrain has been placed. The Saxon player may place 1 gentle hills on his side off the table. This cannot be more than 10BW wide and 

6BW deep.  

• The Saxons huscarls and fyrd, for the duration of this battle, count as devastating chargers for the purpose of the feigned flight rule. This only 

applies if faced with troops who have feigned flight. 

• The Saxons can - if they get the cards - play a double red card from 1 command, simulating the death of William. If this is the case each UG in 

the Norman army takes a KAB test. 


